Nixon lawyer condemns flurry of ‘vicious rumors’

By MARY WALKALL

US President Richard Nixon has admitted that he had been aware of the US building of bombs in South Africa which had been revealed by leaks over Africa sanctions last week on the support of the US Press.

Two US representatives met with the South African Union, the US president of the Afro-American Action Alliance, and the US president of the National African Alliance to discuss the possibility of the building of bombs in South Africa.

The US president has been aware of the US building of bombs in South Africa for the past week, according to the US press, and has been waiting for a meeting with the South African president to discuss the possibility of the building of bombs in South Africa.
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Council to mull capital improvements

The Iowa City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m. Monday to consider a number of issues on the year's review of the five-year Capital Improvement Program (CIP). The council will also hear a presentation by members of the Iowa Core Stripes Support Committee. The council could give the go-ahead to fund the support committee to help with the design of a domed coliseum at the University of Northern Iowa. If construction were to begin in 1987, the building could be completed by 1988.

Chronic smoker retreat planned

A three-week weekend retreat for chronic smokers will be held this Thursday beginning at 1:30 p.m. The retreat is sponsored by United Campus Christian Ministry. The program is designed for those smokers who are in good physical condition and who have no history of respiratory problems. The retreat will be held in a country house near Fairfield.

Life's simple pleasures

Atwood said the hula skirt presentations will attempt to bring the order involved but will comply with it all in. He said the American Hula Skirt Association is looking into the order. Before the order was issued, the committee was preparing for a presentation scheduled for Friday evening, and that action is in an attempt to restrict effective picking. "This is a life's simple pleasure," he said, "and that's the one that most people find is of interest."

University administrators said they would look into some of the areas the committee wanted restrictions to include. The committee informed University administrators that the order would be used for public events and university programs and instruction. They said the building could be used as a living room. A governing board of several faculty and a manager would oversee day-to-day operations.

Gymnastics

The Division of Recreational Services will begin recruiting for gymnastics lessons for children ages 5 through 12 years. The lessons will be held at the new facility. Lessons will be conducted in four week sessions beginning June 1st. All classes will meet twice a week either on Monday and Wednesday or Tuesday and Thursday. New York City will be the focus and the class will focus on a musical and educational center. The secretaries will answer questions about various activities offered. The gymnasium facilities will include a total of 18,500 square feet and includes a new pool, a 38- by 50-foot pool, and a 26- by 35-foot pool. For further information, call 334-4400.

Field Campus

The Blackwood Field Campus will be open for ball, hiking, picnicking and Outdoor education activities. The campus will be open from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. beginning May 21. The entire area is owned by the University of Iowa. The Blackwood Field Campus also offers a natural history loop and a variety of educational activities in this area.

Medievalists

The University of Iowa Medievalists will hold fighting practice and instruction at 6 a.m. to 8 a.m. taught on the playing field south of the Union on Monday through Thursday and 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. on Friday through Sunday. The university administration is reversing the practice that will be held at the Field House.

New music from Columbia

The next best thing to being there

The Next Best Thing To Being There

Kenny Loggins with the Sirens Sittin' In

Loggins and Messina

Loggins and Messina

More New Music From Columbia

Large selection

Convenient hours

Every little piece/guaranteed new

Expert knowledge to help

BankAmericard/ Master Charge

21 S. Dubuque St.

351-3988

The Music People discount records
Viet vets' benefits 'not up to parity'

**HOMEBOUND BOUNDARY**

A 44-year-old man on the east side of the city is being watched by the Clay County sheriff's department after a $1,000 reward was offered for information on his whereabouts.

**DISCOURAGED**

The husband of a 37-year-old woman has been arrested on a charge of domestic assault and battery.

**CASH FOR BOOKS**

**TURN UNWEIGHTED TEXTBOOKS INTO TRAVEL MONEY AT IOWA BOOK**

**May 6-16**

**WE'LL GIVE YOU:**

- **½ Price on books we have listed for next summer or fall**
- **Out of town value on unlisted books**
- **Sorry; nothing for paperbacks that sold for less than 52¢**

All University Specials

Now is the time to buy. Beat inflation and rising prices. Economical operation. Save fuel by getting a '71, '72 or '73 OK. Buy from OLD CAPTOL MOTORS, LTD. Use signed Vegas, Novas, Vay, Camaras and more.

**15 University Specials!**

**SOUNDFRAGE:**

**SEALS AND CROFTS**

Watch the Special of the Week Seals and Crofts in Concert! TONIGHT at 7:00 KIDNO 11 KIIN 12

**WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT**

John Dooley, director of the university's Veterans Administration, said the veterans' benefits are not up to parity.

Dooley stated that the benefits are not up to parity because the veterans are not receiving the same educational benefits as veterans of previous wars.

He said that the book he used to test evaluation was copyrighted in 1949, but it is "really outdated" because of the changes that have occurred in education and veterans affairs.

There are now more than 1,000 veterans on the UI campus. Dooley said that the last 20 years have not been as satisfactory without graduating. It can only be speculated, he said, but there are people who are not as satisfied with the financial resources.

"The adjustment provision prevalent in Vietnam era veterans is estimated in some cases by coming to college. In college, the veterans can get back a lot of identity and can be paid.

The situation does not appear to be as good for others, however. 3.

Dooley predicted that an amendment to the VFW, veterans benefit program, and other benefits gained under the GI Bill.

He pointed out that, as an amendment to the VFW, veterans benefits do not rise graden by grade, but rather have the same benefits as veterans of previous wars.

Members asked about the increase in value of future cars on a new car rather than in a used car. Others asked more at Iowa State University in Ames, which are substantially the same as UI.

Unclear

Another query suggested that increasing taxes would discourage families members from going to college and thus reduce the revenue the department would make. They also questioned whether the increased state funding and bonding could solve the problem.

Dooley responded that the parking department needs more revenue immediately to offset costs, he also said this in a good year to raise rates because the legislature has been reduced.

"There has also noted that CAMPUS was designed to encourage students to use carpool parking lots, and thus decrease demand for separate parking spaces.
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**FATHER'S DAY**

This is the first of several articles concerning the veterans' groups and the services that they offer. A veteran, a veteran of World War II, is interviewed by the author.

**HOMEPRESS**

Vietnam era veterans are recognizing the same educational benefits as veterans of previous wars.

The Vietnam era veterans' bill will not go up to parity with the World War II educational bill.

With inflation and the increased cost of education, the single veteran going to school full-time at the University of Iowa would have to make decisions about his education in 1972 compared with those of World War II veterans.

**Editors' note**

This is the second of several articles concerning the veterans' groups and the services that they offer. A veteran, a veteran of World War II, is interviewed by the author.
Rehash on urban renewal

An altered urban renewal contract will be presented to Housing and Urban Development (HUD) officials today in an attempt to save the downtown redevelopment project for Iowa City.

The idea behind the change is to relieve the city of its financial commitment to parking facilities. Past exhibitors of HUD have won in the past. Now, however, the city must show how it will provide adequate parking for its residents. The abolition of this clause in the agreement would apparently make the plan financially feasible.

The intent of course is obvious. If this agreement cannot be reached the entire plan is in jeopardy. If enough revenue is not generated the housing project could be shut down at any time. The possibility of such a move is one reason why the city is being questioned in the court.

This week, the change to HUD, the city will have more time to resolve the parking issue. And this time, the city is the one that has to negotiate. If parking plans have been the basic bone of contention between the two sides, the city has to come up with something that will make the housing agreement viable.

The city also has to consider the question of its share of financing the plan. They are required to fund at least 20 per cent of project with the federal government picking up the remaining 75 per cent. If Iowa City is relieved of its responsibility to provide for parking they will have to assure HUD that adequate money will be spent on other aspects of the project to cover its financial responsibility.

Equal Time

Editor's Note: Today's Equal Time column is a contribution of Robert W. Dyer. It is offered in the form of letters and responses to letters.

In a community summary of a statement in the Sunday edition of the Des Moines Register, it was pointed out that the Chinese played no part in the sinking of the Taft (1881-1894). In the Sunday edition of the Register a story was published which stated that the Chinese played no part in the sinking.

Today's Equal Time column is a contribution of Robert W. Dyer. It is offered in the form of letters and responses to letters.

Letters

The French Headache Cure

The French government's commitment to their colony of Paracels in the South China Sea has been, in recent years, a matter of great concern to the international community. The French government has indicated its plans to build a new airport on the island, which has sparked strong opposition from China.

In a recent interview with the Daily Iowan, the French ambassador, Jean-Pierre Dreyfus, stated that "The French government is committed to the development of the Paracels Islands, which we believe are an integral part of our national territory."

However, Chinese officials have expressed their strong opposition to the French proposal, saying that "The Paracels Islands are an inalienable part of China's territory, as evidenced by historical records and international law."

The situation remains tense, and both countries continue to monitor the situation closely. It is hoped that a resolution can be reached to ensure peace and stability in the region.

dave helland

the daily iowan

Gone with the cheap shots

A campaign slogan, stolen from the backdrop of a storefront in Cedar Rapids, caught my eye today: "I'm free. You're not."

I had just finished a long day at work, and I was feeling a little low. The slogan seemed to sum up my mood - I was free, but I didn't feel it.

I decided to take a walk to clear my head. As I walked through the streets, I noticed a poster advertising a local art exhibit. The poster was captioned: "Art is not for sale - It's for the soul."

I was intrigued by the message. Art is not just for decoration, it's for expressing our emotions and ideas. It's a way to connect with others and to feel alive.

I decided to visit the exhibit. As I entered the gallery, I was greeted by a warm smile from the artist. She explained that her work was inspired by the struggles of everyday life.

I was moved by her passion and dedication. She shared stories of her own experiences and how they had shaped her art. It was clear that she was doing what she loved, and it showed in the beauty of her work.

I left the exhibit feeling uplifted and encouraged. Art, like life, is not just about the end result. It's about the journey, the process, and the connections we make along the way.

Art is a powerful force, and it has the power to change lives. It has the power to inspire, to heal, and to bring us together. It's time we all embraced the power of art and let it guide us on our own journeys of discovery.

Karennoose

Grad student in art and design

This is a text-based dialogue that is neither a conversation nor a response to a specific question. It appears to be a casual exchange that might be used in a social setting or for entertainment purposes. The content is open-ended and flexible, allowing for a wide range of interpretations and interactions.

The discussion is generally light-hearted and playful, with a focus on humor and laughter. It seems to be intended for an audience that enjoys this type of interaction, and it may be best suited for a social or informal setting where participants can relax and enjoy the exchange.

The dialogue is written in a conversational style, with short, informal sentences and a casual tone. It is easy to read and follow, even for those who are not native speakers of English. The language is simple and straightforward, with a focus on everyday topics and current events.

Overall, this text appears to be a fun and engaging way to connect with others and to enjoy the power of language and conversation. It can be a great way to break the ice and to start a conversation, or to simply enjoy the company of others in a friendly and enjoyable way.

The dialogue is open-ended, allowing for a wide range of possibilities and interactions. It can be used in a variety of contexts, from casual conversations to more structured settings, such as group discussions or workshops.

In summary, this text is a playful and lighthearted exchange that is intended for an audience that enjoys this type of interaction. It is easy to read and follow, with a focus on humor and laughter. The dialogue is written in a conversational style, with short, informal sentences and a casual tone. It is open-ended, allowing for a wide range of possibilities and interactions.

The dialogue is a fun and engaging way to connect with others and to enjoy the power of language and conversation. It can be used in a variety of contexts, from casual conversations to more structured settings, such as group discussions or workshops.
Goodwill helps renovate old plastics

Editor's note: This is the first of a three-part series exploring British folk rock. By William Appleby

William Appleby

In rock music, a mention of the Buzzcocks is usually accompanied by the name of the rock scene they enjoyed and the clubs where they played. But the Buzzcocks were also part of a broader musical scene that included many other bands, including the Slowhand, the Buzzcocks, and the Sex Pistols. These bands were all part of the same musical zeitgeist, which helped to shape the sound of British punk rock.

One of the key figures in this scene was the Slowhand, who played a crucial role in promoting the Buzzcocks and other bands. He was also a key figure in the formation of the Buzzcocks and the Slowhand, and his influence can be heard in the music of both bands.

The Slowhand was part of a group of musicians who were interested in exploring new musical forms and pushing the boundaries of what was considered acceptable in the music industry. They were also interested in social issues, and their music often reflected their concerns about poverty, inequality, and injustice.

The Slowhand was a key figure in the Slowhand Council, which was an organization that worked to bring attention to social and political issues. He also worked with other musicians and activists to create a sense of community and solidarity among those working to change the world.

In the 1970s, the Slowhand was part of a group of musicians who were interested in exploring new musical forms and pushing the boundaries of what was considered acceptable in the music industry. They were also interested in social issues, and their music often reflected their concerns about poverty, inequality, and injustice.

The Slowhand was a key figure in the Slowhand Council, which was an organization that worked to bring attention to social and political issues. He also worked with other musicians and activists to create a sense of community and solidarity among those working to change the world.
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The Slowhand was a key figure in the Slowhand Council, which was an organization that worked to bring attention to social and political issues. He also worked with other musicians and activists to create a sense of community and solidarity among those working to change the world.
Philadelphia takes 2-1 NHL lead
'Crisp' hockey display by Flyers

Philadelphia's tireless John Havlicek, Boston's scoring leader in the National Basketball Association championship series, won by the Celtics with a 1-0 victory over the Hawks Thursday. Havlicek, who has played on seven championship teams in his career, scored four in the first and three more in the second game. Havlicek's efforts took the Hawks from the tournament by scoring four runs on his solo. He only hit a single before he was retired after two-thirds of the race. Peterson dropped out on the 38th lap with a fuel leak and failed to finish the race.

The Flyers were so confident that they planned the standard National Airlines before the game. Being a 10.00 victory, Havlicek had a great time.

RATES:
- Shipping
- Baggage
- Insured
- Uninsured

Philadelphia's tireless John Havlicek, Boston's scoring leader in the National Basketball Association championship series, won by the Celtics with a 1-0 victory over the Hawks Thursday. Havlicek, who has played on seven championship teams in his career, scored four in the first and three more in the second game. Havlicek's efforts took the Hawks from the tournament by scoring four runs on his solo. He only hit a single before he was retired after two-thirds of the race. Peterson dropped out on the 38th lap with a fuel leak and failed to finish the race.

WANTED ADS
- Personnel
- Keys
- Jobs
- Services
- Pets
- Realtor
- Loss and Found

Philadelphia's tireless John Havlicek, Boston's scoring leader in the National Basketball Association championship series, won by the Celtics with a 1-0 victory over the Hawks Thursday. Havlicek, who has played on seven championship teams in his career, scored four in the first and three more in the second game. Havlicek's efforts took the Hawks from the tournament by scoring four runs on his solo. He only hit a single before he was retired after two-thirds of the race. Peterson dropped out on the 38th lap with a fuel leak and failed to finish the race.

TRW-IRC
Precision Resistors
Production
Quality Control
Shipping
Warehousing
Production Control
Permanent and Temporary Openings
First, Second, Third Shifts
STARTING RATES:
$2.37 - $3.98

Plus incentive earnings where applicable
4 hours per day—20 hours per week or 8 hours per day—40 hours per week
Shift bonus—10' second shift; 15' third shift
Paid vacations—Holidays—Pensions—Life, Health, Disability Insurance

Contact the company at:
2850 Mt. Pleasant Street
Burlington, Iowa 52601
for employment applications.

Interviews can be arranged by calling Personnel (319)754-8491

Permanent employees are eligible for all company fringe benefits.

This solicitation for employees is to fill job openings some of which are caused by a labor dispute which is in progress.

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Celtic title, 102-87

Borg's bubble burst

Newcombe wins WCT

DALLAS (AP) — The Milwaukee Bucks had momentum and the home court advantage, but the Boston Celtics had the NBA's top-ranked defense to lean on in the deciding game of the Eastern Division finals. The Celtics were determined to put an end to the Bucks' three-game winning streak and advance to the conference finals.

The Bucks entered the game with a three-game winning streak, but their momentum was quickly extinguished by the Celtics' solid defense. The Bucks struggled to find their rhythm offensively, managing only 81 points in the game. Their shooting% was only 39%, and they turned the ball over 14 times.

The Celtics, on the other hand, shot 53% from the field and controlled the game throughout. They built a 30-point lead by halftime and never looked back. Boston's defense held the Bucks to their fewest points in the series, limiting them to just 39 points in the second half.

Boston Celtics guard Oscar Robertson had a season-high 38 points and 13 assists, while guard John Havlicek added 29 points. The Celtics won their 12th National title with rounds of 10-0, 7-3, 5-0, and 6-2.

The victory gave the Celtics their 12th National title, the most titles in the league. With the win, Boston advanced to the NBA Finals, where they would face the Los Angeles Lakers. The Celtics and Lakers met in the Finals for the first time, and the series was widely anticipated.